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Really?
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Not so easy to tell.
These apps include new cryptography.
This deserves analysis by cryptographers.
(The cryptography is often interesting in its own right ... )
Overall security involves a lot beyond the cryptography ...

Really?
How secure are they?
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Prior work has given definitions, schemes and analyses for Ratcheting

[CCDGS17], [BSJNS17], [JS18], [PR18], [ACD19], [JMM19], [DV19] 
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This work is similarly motivated by iMessage

Estimated to have 1.3 billion active users in 2019

iMessage
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Sources

https://support.apple.com/guide/security/how-imessage-sends-and-receives-messages-sec70e68c949/1/web/1

Protocol description at Apple iOS Security 
webpage

Some details are missing

Reverse engineering: 

2012: OpenIM wiki https://wiki.imfreedom.org/wiki/IMessage
2013: Quarkslab https://blog.quarkslab.com/imessage-privacy.html
2016: [GGKMR16]

https://support.apple.com/guide/security/how-imessage-sends-and-receives-messages-sec70e68c949/1/web/1
https://wiki.imfreedom.org/wiki/IMessage
https://blog.quarkslab.com/imessage-privacy.html
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iMsg1 : iOS 9 version

public encryption key 
of receiver

secret signing key 
of sender

message

ciphertext
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iMsg1 : iOS 9 version

public encryption key 
of receiver

secret signing key 
of sender

message

ciphertext

In 2016, Garman, Green, Kaptichuk, Miers, Rushanan
[GGKMR16] gave chosen-ciphertext attacks on iMSg1 that 

succeeded in message recovery.
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iMsg2 : iOS 9.3 onwards version

public encryption key 
of receiver

secret signing key 
of sender

message

ciphertext
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iMsg2 : iOS 9.3 onwards version

public encryption key 
of receiver

secret signing key 
of sender

message

ciphertext

Is iMsg2 secure?
Has the [GGKMR16] attack been (provably) thwarted?
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iMsg2 : iOS 9.3 onwards version

public encryption key 
of receiver

secret signing key 
of sender

message

ciphertext

Is iMsg2 secure?
Has the [GGKMR16] attack been (provably) thwarted?

Message M is being encrypted under a key K
that is itself a function of M

Intriguing technique:  
Encryption under message-derived key
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To answer this question meaningfully, we 
need to identify (and formalize) the GOAL

underlying iMsg1 and iMsg2.

Is iMsg2 secure?
Has the [GGKMR16] attack been (provably) thwarted?
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Zheng [Zh97]
An, Dodis, Rabin [ADR02]

Question: What is the goal of iMsg1, iMsg2?

Our answer: Signcryption

Receiver has a public encryption key pkr and secret decryption key skr

Sender has a secret signing key sks and public verification key pks

Signcryption aims to provide both privacy and authenticity of the message M

SigEnc VerDec

C

pks

M

pkr

sks skr
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Zheng [Zh97]
An, Dodis, Rabin [ADR02]

Question: What is the goal of iMsg1, iMsg2?

Our answer: Signcryption

Receiver has a public encryption key pkr and secret decryption key skr

Sender has a secret signing key sks and public verification key pks

Signcryption aims to provide both privacy and authenticity of the message M

Signcryption is the asymmetric (public-key setting) 
analogue of symmetric authenticated encryption. 

SigEnc VerDec

C

pks

M

pkr

[ADR02] define both
• Insider security: Adversary is a user with keys
• Outsider security: It is not

sks skr
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Our answer: Signcryption

Neither any Apple documents we found, nor [GGKMR16],
explicitly identify Signcryption as the goal

SigEnc VerDec

C

pks

M

pkr

sks skr

Question: What is the goal of iMsg1, iMsg2?
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Our answer: Signcryption

Neither any Apple documents we found, nor [GGKMR16],
explicitly identify Signcryption as the goal

But identifying Signcryption as the goal yields some insight:

• iMsg1 is kind of Encrypt-then-Sign as per [ADR02] 
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Our answer: Signcryption

Neither any Apple documents we found, nor [GGKMR16],
explicitly identify Signcryption as the goal

But identifying Signcryption as the goal yields some insight:

• iMsg1 is kind of Encrypt-then-Sign as per [ADR02] 
• The [GGKMR16] attack on iMsg1 is a clever practical rendition of a generic attack 

on insider privacy from [ADR02]

So insider security should be the goal for iMsg2

SigEnc VerDec

C

pks

M

pkr

sks skr

Question: What is the goal of iMsg1, iMsg2?



Contributions in brief

Prove insider-security (priv, auth) 
of this general scheme

Give definitions for signcryption in 
Messaging setting

Introduce and define encryption under 
message-derived keys (EMDK)

Definitions and proofs

Theoretical

Give general construction of signcryption
from EMDK, encryption and signatures
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Analysis of security of iMsg2

Practical
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Analysis of security of iMsg2

Practical

Obtain insider security proof for iMsg2

Derive quantitative
security lower bounds



Contributions in brief

Prove insider-security (priv, auth) 
of this general scheme

Give definitions for signcryption in 
Messaging setting

Introduce and define encryption under 
message-derived keys (EMDK)

Definitions and proofs

Theoretical

Give general construction of signcryption
from EMDK, encryption and signatures

Provide attacks matching the claimed 
lower bounds

Instantiate
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Analysis of security of iMsg2

Practical

Obtain insider security proof for iMsg2

Derive quantitative
security lower bounds
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Signcryption expanded

Multiple recipients
Explicit user identities

Syntax captures:

Not displayed: associated data, public parameters.
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Signcryption expanded

Multiple recipients
Explicit user identities

Syntax captures:

Not displayed: associated data, public parameters.

IND-CCA style definition.
Adversary has access to LR/VerDec oracles.
Need to guess the challenge bit used by the LR oracle.

UF-CMA/INT-CTXT style definition.
Adversary has access to SigEnc/VerDec oracles.
Need to forge a new ciphertext.

Security definitions: Start from the standard definitions by An, Dodis and Rabin.
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Captures security in multi-user setting.
Adversary has full control over the network. 
Secret key exposures are allowed. 
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Signcryption expanded

Multiple recipients
Explicit user identities

Syntax captures:

Not displayed: associated data, public parameters.

IND-CCA style definition.
Adversary has access to LR/VerDec oracles.
Need to guess the challenge bit used by the LR oracle.

UF-CMA/INT-CTXT style definition.
Adversary has access to SigEnc/VerDec oracles.
Need to forge a new ciphertext.

Security definitions: Start from the standard definitions by An, Dodis and Rabin.

Definitional framework:

PRIV, AUTH separately
Unified PRIV+AUTH definition
Insider and outsider security
Parameterization by relations

Captures security in multi-user setting.
Adversary has full control over the network. 
Secret key exposures are allowed. 

Captured by considering different 
classes of adversaries.

Use different relations to capture:
- standard unforgeability,
- strong unforgeability,
- RCCA/IND-gCCA2 security,
- …
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Encryption under Message Derived Keys
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Encryption under Message Derived Keys

iMessage-based EMDK scheme

Our goal: analyze the security of the iMessage-based EMDK scheme.
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Authenticated Encryption security of EMDK
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Encryption under Message Derived Keys

iMessage-based EMDK scheme

Our goal: analyze the security of the iMessage-based EMDK scheme.

Authenticated Encryption security of EMDK

Robustness of EMDK
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SignCryption
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SignCryption Multi-Recipient Public-Key Encryption



ROM

ROM
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SignCryption Multi-Recipient Public-Key Encryption Encryption under Message Derived Keys

Partial Key Recovery
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SignCryption Multi-Recipient Public-Key Encryption Encryption under Message Derived Keys

Partial Key Recovery
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SignCryption Multi-Recipient Public-Key Encryption Encryption under Message Derived Keys

Partial Key Recovery

Attacks:
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Encryption under Message Derived Keys

Current scheme:

Legacy scheme:

Used in iMSg1 scheme, attacked by [GGKMR16] Used in iMSg2 scheme, starting from iOS 9.3
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Encryption under Message Derived Keys

Current scheme:

Legacy scheme:

Used in iMSg1 scheme, attacked by [GGKMR16] Used in iMSg2 scheme, starting from iOS 9.3

Current scheme:

Legacy scheme:

Decryption correctness:

Goal: backward compatibility. confirmed by Apple
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Our signcryption scheme iMessage implementation

Makes two attacks harder

concrete security bounds 
remain the same.

but

Communication with Apple

We confirmed that our theoretical construction captures
the design of iMessage, with a minor difference
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Our signcryption scheme iMessage implementation

Makes two attacks harder

concrete security bounds 
remain the same.

but

Communication with Apple

We confirmed that our theoretical construction captures
the design of iMessage, with a minor difference

Practical security of iMessage

GGKMR16

Theoretical Practical 

BS16

O(1)

239

218 queries, 35 hours

?

According to GGKMR16, iOS 9.3 implemented additional implementation-level attack mitigations.



Thank you!

https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/224.pdf
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